MANUAL PACKING LINE FOR 3-D PRODUCTS
Application
Manufacture of a safely transportable package for 3-D products.

Advantage
Automation can significantly rationalize the entire packaging process and also minimize
packaging costs. Sleeved and shrunk products are protected for transportation in the best
possible way and require no further packing or filling material. Even breakable goods such as
bottles, electronic components and medicines are ideally protected and delivered to the
customer intact.

Kunde
Internet chemist

Automatic folding of the box and printing of the barcode with an ink jet printer
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Transfer of the packaging goods to the foil packaging machine

Description of function
The JoKer friction feeder, located on the face side, feeds the cardboard packaging reliably
onto the collator's studded conveyor belt. The carrier boxes are now fitted with the package
contents, such as boxes for medicines, bottles, books, spare parts, machine components etc.
and are transferred to the foil packaging machine. There, the products are wrapped in a foil
sleeve and then shrunk in a shrink tunnel creating a secure package. The cardboard
packaging with the shrunk products is then taken by a further studded conveyor belt and
transported to the transfer unit. There, the cardboard packaging is folded and automatically
pressed into the box moving past at a 90° angle. The barcode on the cardboard packaging
and on the transport box can be verified before transfer.

Machine characteristics
 Sizes: 650 x 225 mm
 Speed between 10-20 cycles/min depending on packing stations
 4 packing stations, expandable almost without limitation
Special designs
We are happy to work out for you the right concept and offer the appropriate solution for you.
Please talk to our design department about the possibilities.
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